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Introduction and legal background

Most websites collect personal data in order to sell it to third parties for profit.

u Personal data is any information which allows a user to be identified, including
'online identifiers’ (Art.4(1) GDPR).

u Recital 30 GDPR: cookie identifiers are considered 'online identifiers’

ePrivacy Directive
u Under Art.5(3), The ePrivacy Directive (2009) requires the data

subject's consent for any storage of tracking technologies on their device. à
consent is the only valid legal basis for data processing via tracking
technologies

u Consent banners have become the norm when personal data is being
processed.



GDPR definition of consent

u Art. 4(11) GDPR defines “consent” as “any (1) freely given, (2) specific, (3)
informed and (4) unambiguous indication of the data subject’s wishes by
which he or she, by a statement or by a clear affirmative action, signifies
agreement to the processing of personal data relating to him or her”.

u Research by Santos et al. [8] provides a comprehensive analysis of the 
consent requirements by grouping them into several high- and low-level 
requirements.

u Readable and accessible consent (Art.7(2) GDPR):

u “clearly distinguishable from the other matters, in an intelligible and easily 
accessible form, using clear and plain language”

u Revocable consent (Art.7(3) GDPR): The data subject must be able to 
withdraw consent at any time, and this should be as easy as providing it.



Cognitive biases

u We are not 100% rational when making daily decisions.

u Rational vs. Irrational brain

u Kahnemann’s [12] dual process theory divides decision-making into two
systems:

u Fast (heuristics-based) system vs. Slow (rational) system

u Cognitive bias has been defined as a “systematic (…) deviation from rationality 
in judgment or decision-making” [5, p.1].

u Rational privacy decision-making is improbable in an economic sense [17, 
p.22].

u Cognitive biases can be exploited via dark patterns by nudging data subjects 
into unintended actions through design manipulation. 



Dark patterns

u Definition:

u “interfaces and user experiences implemented on social media platforms
that lead users into making unintended, unwilling and potentially harmful
decisions in regards of their personal data” [20, para 3].

u Dark patterns are not only present in social media but also in consent 
banners.

u EDPB Guidelines state: the use of dark patterns can be illegal when the
valid consent requirements under the GDPR are not met.



Immediate gratification bias



Immediate gratification bias



Immediate gratification bias –
mapping to dark patterns

u Definition: the human propensity to disregard future risks or benefits in favor 
of immediate gratification. 

u It often comes into play when data subjects browse the web and a
consent banner interrupts their browsing activity by asking them to consent
to all data processing or tailor their privacy preferences.

u Hindering (subcategory called Longer Than Necessary):

u “When users try to activate a control related to data protection, the user 
experience is made in a way that requires more steps from users, than the 
number of steps necessary for the activation of data invasive options. This 
is likely to discourage them from activating such control.” [20, p.62].



Immediate gratification bias – legal 
analysis

Unambiguous consent (Art.4(11) GDPR)

u 2 low-level requirements from Santos et al. [8]:

u ”Configurable banner”                                                                                                        
“The user should have an opportunity to freely choose between the option to accept some or all cookies or to decline all or some 
cookies and to retain the possibility to change the cookie settings in the future.”

u A “Reject all” button is necessary for consent to be revocable under Art.7(3).

u CNIL v Facebook Ireland Ltd.: method for refusing consent must have “the same degree of simplicity as the method envisaged for 
accepting” [para 90].

u ”Balanced choice”

u Art.7(3) GDPR – withdrawing consent must be as easy providing it

User experience research shows:

u Users do not spend more than 1 minute on websites [28]

u 93.1% of users faced with consent banners stop at the first layer of the interface [22, p.8].

u Opinion of AG Szpunar in Planet49: “Both actions must, optically in particular, be presented on an equal footing.” [para 66].

Freely given consent (Art.4(11) GDPR)

u According to the EDPB “free” implies real choice and control for data subjects” [29, para 13].

u Dark patterns strip the data subject of their agency because they nudge them towards using their fast, heuristics-based system by 
exploiting the online choice architecture of consent banners.



Information overload bias



Information overload bias – mapping 
to dark patterns

u Definition: When humans are faced with substantial amounts of information
that they must read to reach a certain decision, information overload may
occur. This means they are more likely to dismiss the presented information
entirely as opposed to filtering out the important parts.

u When a data subject is flooded with information regarding the processing of 
their personal data in a consent banner, this renders selecting the privacy-
friendly settings even more difficult [10, para 34].

u Overloading (subcategory called Too Many Options):

u “Providing users with (too) many options to choose from. The amount of
choices leaves users unable to make any choice or make them overlook some
settings, especially if information is not available. It can lead them to finally give
up or miss the settings of their data protection preferences or rights.”



Information overload bias – legal 
analysis

Informed consent (Art.4(11) GDPR)

u AG Szpunar in Orange Romania: Informed consent implies that data subjects must
understand the consequences of data processing [para 47].

u For example, data subjects need to understand that consenting to targeting cookies may
lead to them being exposed to personalized advertisements.

u Case C-673/17 Planet49: Information provided must be “clearly comprehensible and
sufficiently detailed so as to enable the user to comprehend the functioning of the
cookies employed” [para 74].

u Belgian DPA v Roularta Media Group: when the user had to follow the policies of 449
vendors, providing informed consent was “illusory and impracticable”.

Readable and accessible consent (Art.7(2) GDPR)

u “Clear and concise” consent requests (Recital 32 GDPR)

u Concise means information fatigue should be avoided [37, para 8].



Conclusion and future work

1. The presumption of rationality in the data subject is wrong.

2. The exploitation of cognitive biases via dark patterns negatively affects the 
usability of consent.

3. The current data protection legal system needs to be amended and 
supported with best practices against the exploitation of data subject 
vulnerabilities.


